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USING THIS DOCUMENT

The SAPOC Playbook will be maintained as an online resource and updated in coordination with
members of the shared services community, inviting contributors from Federal agencies, QSMO,
Unified Shared Services Management, and the Shared Services Leadership Coalition (SSLC) Federal
Shared Services Playbook Working Group.

This Playbook should enhance effective cross-agency performances within the evolving role of
Senior Accountable Point of Contact (SAPOC) for Agency Shared Service initiatives as created under
OMB Memorandum M-19-16, Centralized Mission Support Capabilities for the Federal Government.

This Playbook seeks to provide guidance to Agency leaders in the development, evolution, and
evaluation of the qualifications, skills, and experiences required of an effective SAPOC.
Further, this Playbook may serve to better inform future SAPOC candidates of the expectations,
reporting structures, roles, duties, and responsibilities of this important assignment.

This Playbook does not establish or alter any existing policies or directives issued by any
government agency or regulatory body. The following series of Plays should serve as a resource to
aid SAPOCs, and their peers in Agency leadership, on their aligned missions for continuous
business process optimization wherever feasible.

Before proceeding! Please take time to familiarize yourself with the SAPOC role as currently
mandated by OMB M-19-16 and look for future updates to recommended reading here.

See the Plays

● Embracing the SAPOC Leadership Role

●	 Innovation is a Team Sport

●	 Task-Centered Shared Services

●	 Systems-Focused Shared Services

●	 Managing Agency Goals & Objectives

●	 Leveraging the SAPOC Ecosystem

●	 Assessing, Acquiring, and Deploying Resources

●	 The Introspective SAPOC

●	 Thriving Versus Surviving
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You are currently assigned, or planning your upcoming performance, in one of the most exciting
and impactful roles within your Agency. In FY2023, OMB released Memorandum A-11 which included 
a directive that SAPOCs must be included in the review and approval of all new investments to ensure 
proper consideration and analysis of shared service options were conducted as a first source.

The SAPOC role is your opportunity to lead, influence, and advise your Agency’s leadership on Shared 
Service initiatives capturing their share of over $1 Trillion dollars of operational savings over the next 
decade.

Embracing the role of a SAPOC involves wholeheartedly committing to the responsibilities and 
opportunities it entails. Initially, the SAPOC must delve deeply into understanding the agency’s 
strategic business and operational priorities, analyzing each for possible recommendations on process 
optimizations through shared services. The role is challenging and will require the use of all your skills, 
experience, and talents developed over the course of your entire career. This opportunity is up to you. 
This Playbook will help you make the most of it.

Key Questions

1.  What is the history and perception of Shared Services within my Agency?

2.  How can I deepen my understanding of the agency’s strategic priorities to identify and 
align shared service initiatives with them effectively?

3.  What specific actions can I take to internalize the agency’s goals and ensure that every 
aspect of shared service initiatives contributes to their fulfillment?

4.  What clear objectives can I help to establish that directly contribute to my agency’s 
leadership goals and provide a roadmap for success for the entire team?

5.  What is the level of awareness and support regarding Shared Services by my Agency 
leadership? How can I ensure my leadership peers are motivated and supportive of my role 
and mission?

6.  What is my agency doing in regard to collecting evidence in preparation to analyze 
employee and citizen experience?

7.  What strategies can I employ to ensure regular communication and collaboration with 
stakeholders, maintaining alignment with agency objectives throughout the process?

EMBRACING THE SAPOC  
LEADERSHIP ROLE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xeLCJtPIUbwO9fuYZcDdWrKZjuBuvjG0/view?pli=1
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Checklist

o	  Conduct thorough research and analysis to understand the agency’s strategic priorities. Access 
records and files of previous Shared Service initiatives. Identify whether any Agency roadmaps have 
been established for the future state.

o	Create and enable designated access to a SAPOC Shared Service repository.

o	Speak with former Agency SAPOCs. Assess past and current challenges determining the current 
landscape.

o	Identify all Agency policies and management directives not aligned with Federal Shared Service 
directives.

o	Develop clear and actionable objectives for shared service initiatives that align with agency goals. 
Objectives and goals must be broken out into Task Related Goals and Systems-Related Goals.

A.  EXAMPLE TASK RELATED GOAL: Employee burden hours reduction initiatives, eliminate paper
 processes, reduce cycle times for service delivery, etc.

B.  EXAMPLE SYSTEMS-RELATED GOALS: Identify and eliminate redundant and homegrown systems 
or identify and eliminate siloed and end of life systems in preparation for IT modernization 
initiatives.

o	Identify and establish a working relationship with Agency leadership. Complete the SAPOC 
templates provided here.

o	Complete your understanding of the operational landscape by identifying and building relationships 
within each major Line of Business (see Federal Integrated Business Frameworks (FIBF)). Manage 
your shared service projects for each FIBF here.

o	Connect with your Agency’s Customer Experience (CX) Officer to gauge citizenry experiences and 
identify shared service priorities.

o	Meet your Agency’s Evaluation Officer (EO) to gauge available mission support.

o	Select one or more of the available methodologies here to identify and prioritize transformative  
task and process efficiencies most favored by agency employees.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W2sf8kafc4TS-230rR31PUEgpyPHqxsS/edit?pli=1&gid=29079108#gid=29079108
https://ussm.gsa.gov/fibf/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PKkVFLlhkh30BFmMXj9FcLhD7O3Kezwz6lTRGbnBSVQ/edit?gid=1753298878#gid=1753298878
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S5sxiTlQ_PDPRLq7PuhJ5hAJwaEidNHMaRJjpGEgLGI/edit#heading=h.tyjcwt
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Forming and developing a winning team as a SAPOC is essential for effectively driving shared service 
initiatives within the agency. You are supported by resources that have a vested interest in your success. 
There are people in your agency who believe in the importance of Shared Services,and once identified, 
will form a team of allies to help influence and lead your agency toward Shared Services wins. Find and 
recruit change agents in your agency who are open to innovation,proactive, and action-driven.

Initially, the SAPOC should meticulously identify and recruit individuals who possess the necessary 
skills, expertise, and dedication to contribute meaningfully to the team’s objectives. Clear roles and 
responsibilities should be defined upfront, ensuring alignment with the goals and scope of the Shared 
Service initiatives. Encouraging collaboration and open communication among team members fosters an 
environment where diverse perspectives are valued, leading to innovative solutions.

Providing ample support, resources, and opportunities for professional development is crucial for 
empowering team members to excel in their roles. Setting clear, measurable goals and objectives allows 
the team to track progress and celebrate successes along the way, while also promoting accountability 
for performance. Delegation of tasks and responsibilities, coupled with empowerment to make decisions 
within their areas of expertise, instills a sense of ownership and responsibility among team members.

Moreover, promoting diversity and inclusion within the team fosters an environment where all team 
members feel valued and empowered to contribute their unique perspectives and talents. Empathetic 
listening is a powerful skill set for embracing diversity that drives innovation and creativity, and ultimately 
enhances the team’s ability to tackle challenges and achieve meaningful results.

INNOVATION IS A TEAM SPORT
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Key Questions

1.  How can I assemble or develop team members with the skills, expertise, and qualities to 
effectively contribute to the shared service initiatives?

2.  How can I ensure that roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and aligned with the 
goals and scope of the initiatives?

3.  What strategies can be implemented to encourage collaboration and open 
communication among team members? How can I ensure that employees’ needs and 
concerns are addressed?

4.  What support, resources, and opportunities for professional development can be provided 
to empower team members to excel in their roles?

5.  How can clear, measurable goals and objectives be established to track progress and 
promote accountability within the team?

6.  Has your agency considered developing a Shared Service Working Group supported by 
the Office of Shared Service Performance Improvement (OSSPI) and the Unified Shared 
Services Management Office (USSM) of GSA?

7.  Do you participate or network with agency representatives on all Executive Councils? Track 
your contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

8.  Do you have working relationships with key lines of business leaders? Track your contacts 
and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

9.  Is your agency cultivating relationships with any FIBF working groups or QSMO Shared 
Service Offices? Track your contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W2sf8kafc4TS-230rR31PUEgpyPHqxsS/edit?gid=29079108#gid=29079108
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W2sf8kafc4TS-230rR31PUEgpyPHqxsS/edit?gid=29079108#gid=29079108
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PKkVFLlhkh30BFmMXj9FcLhD7O3Kezwz6lTRGbnBSVQ/edit?gid=1753298878#gid=1753298878
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Checklist

o	 Identify and recruit individuals with the necessary skills, expertise, and dedication to contribute 
meaningfully to the team’s objectives.

o	  Define clear roles and responsibilities upfront, ensuring alignment with the goals and scope of the 
shared service initiatives. Track your contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

o		 Foster collaboration and open communication among team members through regular meetings, 
brainstorming sessions, interviews, surveys and feedback mechanisms. Track your contacts and 
progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

o Provide support, resources, and opportunities for professional development to empower team 
members to excel in their roles. Resources such as The Trachtenberg School of Public Policy & 
Public Administration | The George Washington University (gwu.edu), Evaluation.gov | About 
Evaluation officers, and Graduate Certificate in Project Monitoring and Evaluation | American 
University.

o Establish clear, measurable goals and objectives to track progress and promote accountability within 
the team. Track your contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here. 

o Develop working relationships with key stakeholders within each line of business. Track your contacts 
and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

o Develop working relationships with each Executive Council member within your Agency. Track your 
contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W2sf8kafc4TS-230rR31PUEgpyPHqxsS/edit?gid=29079108#gid=29079108
https://tspppa.gwu.edu/
https://tspppa.gwu.edu/
https://www.evaluation.gov/about-evaluation-officers/
https://www.evaluation.gov/about-evaluation-officers/
https://landing.online.american.edu/certificate-monitoring-evaluation/?uadgroup=CME%7CProgram%7CPhrase%7CTargeting&uAdCampaign=RWC_AMU_CME_Search-PPC_Paid+Search_Bing_Branded_NULL_Domestic_Brand-Program_NULL_Evergreen&gclid=3cf431f6481a18a8bace57f0b1ecdafe&gclsrc=3p.ds&msclkid=3cf431f6481a18a8bace57f0b1ecdafe&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=american+university+monitoring+evaluation+certificate&utm_campaign=RWC_AMU_CME_Search-PPC_Paid+Search_Bing_Branded_NULL_Domestic_Brand-Program_NULL_Evergreen&utm_content=CME%7CProgram%7CPhrase%7CTargeting
https://landing.online.american.edu/certificate-monitoring-evaluation/?uadgroup=CME%7CProgram%7CPhrase%7CTargeting&uAdCampaign=RWC_AMU_CME_Search-PPC_Paid+Search_Bing_Branded_NULL_Domestic_Brand-Program_NULL_Evergreen&gclid=3cf431f6481a18a8bace57f0b1ecdafe&gclsrc=3p.ds&msclkid=3cf431f6481a18a8bace57f0b1ecdafe&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=american+university+monitoring+evaluation+certificate&utm_campaign=RWC_AMU_CME_Search-PPC_Paid+Search_Bing_Branded_NULL_Domestic_Brand-Program_NULL_Evergreen&utm_content=CME%7CProgram%7CPhrase%7CTargeting
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W2sf8kafc4TS-230rR31PUEgpyPHqxsS/edit?gid=29079108#gid=29079108
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PKkVFLlhkh30BFmMXj9FcLhD7O3Kezwz6lTRGbnBSVQ/edit?gid=1753298878#gid=1753298878
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W2sf8kafc4TS-230rR31PUEgpyPHqxsS/edit?gid=29079108#gid=29079108
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Task optimizations are your best opportunity to quickly make progress and gain support for Shared
Services. Task-centered evaluations allow you to identify processes that can be optimized to reduce 
manual data entry, improve data accuracy, automate functions, add business process value, reduce 
employee burden hours, or improve citizen experiences. Human centered optimizations are where you 
can make real improvements by removing obstacles and impediments to mission success and creating 
job satisfaction and employee support. You can almost always make progress with task optimizations to 
achieve quick Shared Service wins.

Your role is to coach the discovery of legacy tasks ripe for innovation, prioritize targets, and review 
budgeted deliverables with appropriate timelines so you can lead, influence, and advise successful 
implementations of employee-driven task optimization initiatives.

Key Questions

1.  Do I understand the Tasks-related game plan for each major line of business? Are the plans 
built around recommended Lean or hybrid methodologies embracing “sprints” or other 
interim segments?

2.  Have the line of business leaders established short- and long-term goals and objectives for 
task-related process improvements? What are those goals?

3.  Do you have an active role in coaching, reviewing, and advising on optimization initiatives? 
What key relationships need to be developed to increase your influence within your agency?

4.  Are employees actively engaged in task-related Shared Service initiatives? Are we establishing 
a culture of continuous process improvement led by employees? How?

5.  Does my Agency support collaborative and transparent visibility into the status of current and 
planned task-based optimization projects? What similar projects have been completed or 
ongoing, and what can you learn as best practices from those projects?

6.  Do we have appropriate incentive plans recognizing achievement of shared service goals? 
Who are your allies in developing appropriate incentive plans?

7.  Is my Agency actively engaged with cross-agency coordination of resources, best practices, 
and vetted solutions available through GSA MAS Awards and each of the government-wide 
Quality Service Management Offices (QSMO) and PMO managed centralized services? Which 
lines of business are impacted? Which lines of business should be more involved?

TASK-CENTERED SHARED SERVICES
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Checklist

o	 Coordinate with leaders across major lines of business to coach and develop their Shared Service 
plans. Track your contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here. 

o Assess readiness through employee engagement in working groups, surveys, interviews, scrum 
boards, and other observational sciences. See the Survey example in the SAPOC Toolset here.

o Ensure Task-related Shared Service initiatives align with measurable and realistic goals and 
objectives.

o Develop and utilize Agency preferred project management methodologies to oversee shared service 
tasks initiatives for all FIBF lines of business.

o Review Marketplace listings for currently available QSMO approved solutions.

o Default to open access, transparent and collaborative oversight, and reporting on the status of 
current legacy tasks and processes and their respective optimization plans. Control and provide 
access to collaborators in your dedicated Agency Playbook.

o Reward, promote and share successes on an inter-agency and public basis.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PKkVFLlhkh30BFmMXj9FcLhD7O3Kezwz6lTRGbnBSVQ/edit?gid=1753298878#gid=1753298878
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uP_9Jmwo7Ft8IXvOgu_tcO53acFHLjLJvHynYgsxIUI/edit#heading=h.1t3h5sf
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Removal of redundancies, sunsetting, and or consolidation of existing legacy systems may be of
critical importance in your Agency. Evolving requirements, legislation, and guidelines can impact
legacy systems, such as the impact of future FedRAMP requirements for legacy or agency developed
systems. Replacing legacy systems individually or in consolidation sets is likely a high priority for your 
Agency. Simplifying the application portfolio reduces costs directly (fewer systems to maintain) and in 
aggregate (fewer interfaces required to integrate the portfolio). This simplification and modernization 
also enables faster, cheaper implementation of changes (such as evolving requirements, legislation, and 
guidelines) in an environment that is easier to secure. Nevertheless, replacing existing systems will require 
executive buy in, analysis, planning, financial, advisory, and technical resources. Moreover, getting that 
buy in for shared services also requires building trust between the executive(s) and the shared service 
provider.

Key Questions

1. Do I understand the 5 year Shared Service Systems game plan for each major line of 
business? Have we prioritized our systems for modernization? Do we have accountable 
project leads assigned to each line of business?

2.  Have the line of business leaders established short and long term goals and objectives for 
system-related process improvements?

3.  What are the areas of greatest need or benefit for a shared service solution?

4.  Do you have an active role in coaching, reviewing, and advising the project leads on 
optimization initiatives?

5.  What resources, including financial, human, and technological, are required to support the 
implementation of system-related shared service initiatives?

6.  Does my agency support collaborative and transparent visibility into the status of current and 
planned systems-focused optimization projects?

7.  Is my Agency actively engaged with cross-agency coordination of resources, best practices, 
and vetted shared service solutions available through GSA MAS Awards and each of the 
government-wide Quality Service Management Offices (QSMO) and PMO managed 
centralized services? Which lines of business are impacted? Which lines of business should be 
more involved?

SYSTEMS-FOCUSED SHARED SERVICES
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Checklist

o	 Coordinate with leaders across major lines of business to coach and develop their plans. Track your 
contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

o Work with stakeholders to develop candidate options for replacing legacy systems with shared 
services.

o Assess readiness. See the M3 Playbook Business Readiness Assessment Template here.

o Develop and utilize Agency preferred project management methodologies to oversee system 
related shared service initiatives for all FIBF lines of business. See Methodologies here.

o Ensure Shared Service initiatives align with measurable and realistic goals and objectives.

o Track your contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.
 
o Validate business case and budget plans from the M3 Playbook here.

o Review QSMO Marketplace listings for currently available approved FIBF solutions.

o Default to open access, transparent and collaborative oversight and reporting on the status of 
current legacy systems-related processes and their respective optimization plans. Control and 
provide access to collaborators in your dedicated Agency Playbook.

o Reward, promote and share successes on an inter-agency and public basis.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PKkVFLlhkh30BFmMXj9FcLhD7O3Kezwz6lTRGbnBSVQ/edit?gid=1753298878#gid=1753298878
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fussm.gsa.gov%2Fassets%2Ffiles%2FM3-Playbook-Business-Readiness-Assessment-Template.pptx&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S5sxiTlQ_PDPRLq7PuhJ5hAJwaEidNHMaRJjpGEgLGI/edit#heading=h.tyjcwt
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PKkVFLlhkh30BFmMXj9FcLhD7O3Kezwz6lTRGbnBSVQ/edit?gid=1753298878#gid=1753298878
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fussm.gsa.gov%2Fassets%2Ffiles%2FM3-Playbook-Investment-Readiness-Checklist.xlsx&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
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Leading, influencing and advising your Agency’s Shared Service efforts across all major lines of
business is a full contact sport. You will need to hone your coaching and mentorship skills to adjust
to the unique needs of each operational area. Be mindful that you hold no direct authority over their 
responsibilities. You must be recognized and welcomed as a valued, aligned, and supportive resource 
assigned in helping others to attain their individual task and business process improvement goals.

Every agency has a unique combination of strategies, plans, and management directives requiring 
alignment with each line of business and their stated goals and objectives. Inspire them to commit to 
realistic and achievable goals for both task and process related modernization initiatives and be a guiding 
light for attainment.

Visibility is a great disinfectant. Insist on publishing Shared Service initiatives and commit to regular 
reviews of progress toward goals. Remember to publicly praise and recognize contributions from your 
teams while privately coaching on course corrections to get them back on track.

Key Questions

1. What are the relevant goals and objectives in approved and/or published strategies, plans, 
roadmaps, and similar documents?

2.  Who are the agency stakeholders accepting responsibility for achieving their shared  
service goals?

 What are the associated milestones and metrics for determining progress towards system-
related goals and objectives? How are they tracking performance and providing project 
visibility for each?

3.  Have I given every line of business an opportunity to reassess or establish goals and 
objectives that could be better-addressed by Shared Services (functional, technical, and 
performance)? 

 Does the Agency support recognition and incentives for high performing lines of business?

MANAGING AGENCY GOALS  
& OBJECTIVES
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Checklist

o	 Compile inputs from each line of business and publicly state your Agency’s goals and objectives. 
Track your contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

o	 Establish a regular cadence of one or more shared service forums or working groups (which could be 
as simple as 30-minute standups for each line of business).

o	 Gain consensus on the Agency Shared Service goals and objectives (subordinate to the Agency’s 
overall goals and objectives). Track your contacts and progress with the SAPOC Toolset here.

o	 Review, evaluate, and score each line of business on progress against their goals for both task and 
system-related processes related improvements. Track your contacts and progress with the SAPOC 
Toolset here.

o	 Book semi-annual or at least annual “Shared Service State of the Agency” conferences.

o	 Envision and collaborate with Agency leadership on recognition and incentive programs tied to 
visible and objective score card results.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PKkVFLlhkh30BFmMXj9FcLhD7O3Kezwz6lTRGbnBSVQ/edit?gid=1753298878#gid=1753298878
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PKkVFLlhkh30BFmMXj9FcLhD7O3Kezwz6lTRGbnBSVQ/edit?gid=1753298878#gid=1753298878
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PKkVFLlhkh30BFmMXj9FcLhD7O3Kezwz6lTRGbnBSVQ/edit?gid=1753298878#gid=1753298878
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You can leverage the SAPOC ecosystem as a powerful tool to drive success in managing Shared
Service initiatives within your Agency. Initially, you should tap into the diverse network of SAPOC
peers across different agencies, fostering collaboration and knowledge sharing to gain insights into
best practices and lessons learned. This collaborative ecosystem serves as a platform for exchanging 
ideas, resources, and expertise, enabling SAPOCs to overcome common challenges and capitalize on 
opportunities for innovation. Additionally, you can utilize the SAP ecosystem to engage with industry 
partners and solution providers, leveraging external expertise and resources to enhance the effectiveness 
of shared service initiatives.

By actively participating in the SAPOC ecosystem, you can stay informed about emerging trends,
technologies, and strategies relevant to Shared Service management, ultimately driving greater
efficiency, effectiveness, and overall success in fulfilling the agency’s mission. Through collaboration, 
knowledge sharing, and strategic partnerships within the SAPOC ecosystem, you can maximize the 
impact of Shared Service initiatives and achieve meaningful results for the agency.

Key Questions

1. How can I effectively tap into the diverse network of SAPOC peers across different agencies 
to foster collaboration and knowledge sharing?

2.  What are the best practices and lessons learned from other SAPOCs that can be applied to 
our Shared Service initiatives?

3.  How can the collaborative ecosystem of SAPOCs be utilized as a platform for exchanging 
ideas, resources, and expertise?

4.  What common challenges are other SAPOCs facing in managing Shared Service initiatives, 
and how can we overcome them together?

5.  What opportunities for innovation exist within the SAPOC ecosystem, and how can we 
capitalize on them to enhance our initiatives?

LEVERAGING THE SAPOC ECOSYSTEM
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Checklist

o	 Identify and connect with SAPOC peers across different agencies to establish a network for 
collaboration and knowledge sharing.

o Participate in SAPOC meetings, conferences, and forums to gain insights into best practices, lessons 
learned, and emerging trends relevant to Shared Service management.

o Actively contribute to the collaborative ecosystem by sharing experiences, resources, and expertise 
with other SAPOCs.

o Identify common challenges faced by SAPOCs in managing shared service initiatives and collaborate 
on solutions to overcome them by publishing suggestions, success stories, and lessons learned in 
the public SAPOC Playbook.

o Interact with government councils to learn about and contribute to their initiatives: Shared Services 
Governance Board | Federal Shared Services (gsa.gov).

o Explore opportunities for innovation with industry and the SAPOC ecosystem through collaboration 
with peers to initiate development of innovative approaches.

https://ussm.gsa.gov/ssgb/
https://ussm.gsa.gov/ssgb/
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A SAPOC succeeds by leveraging all available resources at their disposal to drive success in managing 
Shared Service initiatives within the agency. This means identifying and mobilizing a comprehensive 
array of resources, including human capital, financial investments, technological tools, and external 
partnerships. Initially, you should conduct a thorough assessment of the Agency’s resources, identifying 
strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement. By strategically allocating resources based on the 
needs and priorities of Shared Service initiatives, you can maximize efficiency and effectiveness in 
achieving desired outcomes.

Additionally, you should actively seek out opportunities to expand the Agency’s resource base through 
collaboration with other agencies, industry partners, and external stakeholders. By building strategic 
partnerships and leveraging external expertise and resources, the SAPOC can enhance the agency’s 
capacity to innovate and drive meaningful results. Through strategic resource management and 
collaboration, you can ensure that the agency is empowered to overcome challenges, capitalize on 
opportunities, and ultimately achieve success in fulfilling the agency’s mission through shared service 
initiatives.

Key Questions

1. What are the agency’s current resources, including human capital, financial investments, and 
technological tools, available for managing Shared Service initiatives?

2.  How can the strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement of the agency’s resources be 
identified?

3.  What are the specific needs and priorities of Shared Service initiatives, and how can resources 
be strategically allocated to maximize efficiency and effectiveness in achieving desired 
outcomes?

4.  What opportunities exist to expand the agency’s resource base through collaboration with 
other agencies, industry partners, and external stakeholders? Examples: SBIR, STTR, CRADA, 
University internships, Public private talent exchanges with industry such as Trading Places: 
Partnership for Public Service (ourpublicservice.org).

5.  What criteria should be used to evaluate potential strategic partnerships and external 
resources for enhancing the agency’s capacity to innovate and drive meaningful results?

ASSESSING, ACQUIRING, AND
DEPLOYING RESOURCES

https://ourpublicservice.org/publications/trading-places-the-benefits-challenges-and-potential-of-federal-public-private-talent-exchanges/
https://ourpublicservice.org/publications/trading-places-the-benefits-challenges-and-potential-of-federal-public-private-talent-exchanges/
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Checklist

o	 Conduct a comprehensive assessment of the agency’s current resources, including human capital, 
financial investments, and technological tools.

o Analyze budget plans for the next 2 to 5 years seeking opportunities for utilizing planned budget 
items to enable Shared Service solutions.

o Identify strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement in the agency’s resource base through the 
assessment process. Example SWOT templates and best practices can be found here.

o Determine the specific needs and priorities of shared service initiatives to inform strategic resource 
allocation.

o Develop a plan for strategically mobilizing and allocating resources to maximize efficiency and 
effectiveness in achieving desired outcomes. You can use the M3 Playbook Resource Management 
Plan here.

o Explore opportunities to expand the agency’s resource base through collaboration with other 
agencies, industry partners, and external stakeholders.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15nEeLms6Ts27iPKjwSG_wEjcPAb_OuZD/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15T8qCoPYv7St2AoGsw44TGm1kni2rcWc/edit
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An introspective SAPOC is one who consistently engages in self-reflection and self-assessment to 
enhance their effectiveness in driving shared service initiatives within their Agency. This involves
regularly examining their own actions, decisions, and leadership style to identify strengths, weaknesses, 
and areas for improvement. An introspective SAPOC takes the time to critically evaluate their 
performance, seeking feedback from colleagues, stakeholders, and team members to gain valuable 
insights into areas where they can grow and develop. By fostering a mindset of continuous improvement 
and self-awareness, the introspective SAPOC demonstrates a commitment to personal and professional 
development, ultimately enhancing their ability to lead effectively and drive meaningful results.

Additionally, an introspective SAPOC recognizes the importance of maintaining balance and wellbeing 
amidst the demands of their role, prioritizing self-care and resilience to sustain their energy and focus 
over the long term. Through introspection and self-awareness, you can cultivate a leadership approach 
that is grounded in authenticity, empathy, and adaptability, empowering you to navigate challenges, 
inspire others, and achieve success in fulfilling the agency’s mission through shared service initiatives.

Key Questions

1. How can I regularly engage in self-reflection and self-assessment to enhance my effectiveness 
in driving shared service initiatives within the agency?

2.  What specific actions, decisions, and leadership behaviors should I examine to identify my 
strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement?

3.  How can I actively seek feedback from colleagues, stakeholders, and team members to gain 
valuable insights into areas where I can grow and develop as a SAPOC?

4.  What strategies can I employ to foster a mindset of continuous improvement and self-
awareness in my leadership approach?

5.  How can I prioritize personal and professional development to enhance my ability to lead 
effectively and drive meaningful results in managing shared service initiatives?

THE INTROSPECTIVE SAPOC
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Checklist

o	 Schedule regular time for self-reflection and self-assessment to evaluate actions, decisions, and 
leadership behaviors.

o Seek feedback from colleagues, stakeholders, and team members on performance and leadership 
effectiveness. Example survey can be found here.

o Identify strengths, weaknesses, and areas for improvement based on self-reflection and feedback 
received. SAPOC self-scorecard can be found here.

o Develop a plan for personal and professional development to address areas identified for 
improvement using the guidelines located here.

o Implement strategies for fostering development of an Agency mindset of continuous improvement 
and awareness in leadership practices.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nPGZRE0kIGVUpdI4f20ViP0fpFd-v8Wl/edit?gid=764061153#gid=764061153
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/106Hfm7Sq0bc1g-gBScvodnYnnVnuKYSD/edit?gid=2079757881#gid=2079757881
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nCRUNAHLiydVMTLv82ToR0ffqS8Nw3-3/view
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Your world is largely dictated by how you view it. Creativity, vision, possibilities, and opportunities abound 
in every Agency. You owe it to yourself and those who depend on your leadership to inspire, encourage, 
mentor and defend a culture of opportunities.

You chose to thrive rather than simply survive by adopting proactive and strategic approaches to 
leadership. Thriving as a SAPOC involves embracing challenges as opportunities for growth, innovation, 
and impact. Instead of merely reacting to circumstances, a thriving SAPOC takes initiative to anticipate 
and address potential obstacles, leveraging your skills, expertise, and resources to drive positive change 
within the Agency. This proactive mindset enables you to lead with confidence and resilience, even 
in the face of uncertainty or adversity. Additionally, a thriving leader fosters a culture of collaboration, 
empowerment, and continuous improvement among team members, inspiring them to reach their full 
potential.

Key Questions

1. Are my Agency leaders focused on fixing perceived problems rather than creating sustainable 
practices for long-term agency and mission success?

2.  Are communications from senior leaders intermittent or contradictory with Shared Service 
ethos?

3.  Is your Agency suffering from traditional management systems, which create stability and 
reliability, but stifle any desire or ability to adapt and innovate?

4.  How can I leverage my skills, expertise, and resources to drive positive change and overcome 
obstacles within the agency?

5.  Does my Agency leadership support and encourage entry- and mid-level employees to 
contribute to business process improvement opportunities?

6.  How can I foster a culture of collaboration, empowerment, and continuous improvement 
among team members to maximize their potential and contribution to shared service 
initiatives?

THRIVING VERSUS SURVIVING
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Checklist

o	 Establish support for clear, consistent, and transparent communication with senior leaders, 
regardless of whether there is good or bad news to share. Use the Executive Brief template here.

o Provide an abundance of leadership to set the Agency’s direction, inspire action from many people, 
and encourage new ideas.

o Emphasize pursuing opportunities that encourage curiosity and collaboration, in addition to tackling 
real threats.

o Proactively anticipate potential challenges and obstacles and develop strategies to address them.

o Democratize leadership from many people across all levels, resulting in greater buy-in, more 
collaboration, and a culture of adaptability and agility. See the Guide to Democratizing Leadership 
and Fostering Innovation here.

o Foster a culture of collaboration, empowerment, and continuous improvement among team 
members.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dP6UzXEx5FJ01j-2AdyXKlsab5Q61qCb/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VtS9VRl0cGJy2_OR4UrMgY1IerZOY2-r/view
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